JASON DERULO PREMIERES STEAMY OFFICIAL VIDEO FOR "TIP TOE"
(FEAT. FRENCH MONTANA)
WATCH HERE:
https://ad.gt/tiptoeofficialvid

December 7, 2017 (New York) - This morning, multi-platinum recording artist Jason
Derulo released the official music video for his addictive new single "Tip Toe" (Feat.
French Montana) via YouTube here: https://ad.gt/tiptoeofficialvid
The music video features Derulo's unparalleled choreography set in diverse terrains from a dewy rain forest filled with cheetahs and primitive dancers, to a snowy okiya
where the geishas are adorned with traditional red kimonos. Derulo debuted the
nautical, choreography-heavy lyric video for "Tip Toe" last month, which has since
garnered more than 12 million views and is currently #55 on the Global Spotify chart.
"The young pop king has unleashed another banger in 'Tip Toe', an undeniable clap-clap
anthem for the clubs featuring French Montana." - MTV
"... he is SO CONSISTENTLY GOOD!! His latest release, Tip Toe featuring French Montana,
is another bop!" - Perez Hilton

"The bounce-filled cut is perfect for the dance floor, and Derulo's hook keeps that in
mind." - Rap-Up
Derulo also recently announced his Jason Derulo Presents 777 World Tour, a 21-city
European arena tour set to kick off in Barcelona on February 26, 2018. Go
to http://www.jasonderulo.com/tour for more information.
Jason Derulo is a multi-faceted, timeless entertainer with 102 million-plus single
equivalent sales worldwide. Cumulative streams continue to soar, exceeding 6.3 billion
and YouTube views surpass 4 billion. At radio, his music impacted a total audience of 20
billion-plus listeners with a staggering 3.5 million spins. He landed 4 #1 songs on the
Billboard Hot 100, 6 Top 5 songs, and 11 Top 10 songs.
Official: http://www.jasonderulo.com
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/JasonDerulo
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/jasonderulo
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/jasonderulo
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